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THE ORIGIN AND ~~ CCUil.[UL.; T IOl! OF PETROLEUM. 
Introduction. 
In this paper I shall attempt to sum up the 
present knowledge on the structural relations, accum-
ulation and origin of Petroleum. I shall, however, 
place special emphasis upon some of the more recent 
ideas on origin and accumulation, especially those 
developed in the United States where the industry 
had its inception and where more systematic prospect-
ing has been done, than in foreign oil regions. 
The latter part of the paper will be devoted 
to the description of a series of laboratory experi-
ments bearing upon the origin and accumulation of 
petroleum as related to the affinity of oil for clay. 
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REVIEW OF THEORIES ADVANCED TO ACCOUNT FOB THE ORIGIN 
AND ACCUMULATION OF OIL. 
0 r i g i n o f P e t r o 1 e u m. 
The question of the origin of petroleum, 
like many other problems of economic geology, has 
been a subject of extensive discussion and specul-
ation. In spite of the time and thought expended 
in this field , the problem appears to be still only 
partially solved. 
Many theories have been advanced, all of 
which may be grouped under two heads, inorganic and 
organic. The first is primarily the theory of 
chemists, who· hold that oil and gas were probably 
formed by water coming in contact with deeply buried 
and highly heated carbides of iron, manganese and 
other metals. Under these conditions it is thought 
that chemical reactions would ta.ke place whereby the 
hydrocarbons makjng up oil and gas, would be formed. 
Some compounds which closely resemble refined petrol-
eum have been produced in the laboratory from cast 
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iron. 
Inorganic theory. 
The first inorganic theory was advanced by 
Berthelot~ho suggested that infiltrating water 
might react with the alkali metals in the interior 
of the earth to form acetyle ne and other hydrocarbons. 
The name most generaly associated with this in-
organic theory is that of Mendelieeff who published 
his view in 1877. He held that much of the interior 
ofthe earth consists of iron, and further suggested 
that the metal occurs there in combination with carbon. 
From his experiment he was then led to suggest that 
the action of water on the iron carbide would yield 
petroleum. 
The geological arguments advanced by supporters 
of the inorganic theory may be summed up as follows: 
(1) ~he absence of a sufficient quantity of organ-
isms in many petroliferous formations. 
(2) The difference between the oils produced by 
artificial distillation of coal, etc. and the natural 
petroleum oils. • 
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(3) The very general distribution of petroleum in 
the earth's crust, regardless of the geologic age of 
the rocks containing it. 
(4) The connection between i tous rock, volcanic 
activity and petroleum. 
These apparent objections to the organic theory 
have been almost entirely removed by later investi-
gation. The difficulty of understanding how present 
known deposits of oil could have reached their present 
position, may be advanced as an argument against the 
inorganic theory as a whole, but recent investigation 
on the optical activity of petroleum has practically 
eliminated serious belief in the inorganic theory as 
the source of the economically valuable petroleum 
deposits of the United States. 
Organic Theorz. 
The theory of the organic origin of petroleum 
has long been accepted by the majority of geologists. 
The method, place and time of this transformation of 
organic matter into petroleum, is not so universally 
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agreed upon however. 
Edward Orton sayJ~) 
"The statements now presented---bring before us 
two main views as to the origin of petroleum, viz: 
"(1) Petroleum is produced by the primary de-
composition of organic matter, and ma:lnly in the rocks 
that contain the organic matter. 
is one of the chief advocates . 
Of this view Hunt 
"(2) Petroleum results from the distillation 
of organic hydrocarbons contained in the rocks, and 
has generally been transferred to strata higher than 
those in which it was formed . Newberry and Puckham 
have been quoted at length in support of this general 
theory. Newberry holds that a slow and constant 
distillation is in progress at low temperature. Peck-
ham refers the distillation of the petroleum of the 
great J.merican fields to the heat connected with the 
elevation and metamorphism of the Appalachian mountain 
system." 
With reference to the age of Petroleum deposit 
(J).orton, E. Kentucky Geol, Su"" ve '/. Jff/, "76 Y-i, 
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Orton says rtJ 
"These three views, as to the date of the origin of 
petroleum and gas, are seen to cover almost all the 
possibilities in· regard to the subject. Hunt believes 
petroleum to have been produced at the time that the 
rocks that contain it were formed, once for all. New-
berry believes it to have been in process of formation, 
slowly and constantly since the strata were deposited . 
Pe ckham refers it to a definite but distant time in the 
past, but long subsequent to the formation of the pet-
roliferous strata. He supposes it to have been stored 
in its subteranean reservoirs from that time to the pre-
sent." 
Orton objects to the distillation theories of 
Newberry snd Pa ckham on the grounds that they do not 
harmonize with the geological facts in the main oil 
fields. The essential point in Hunt's theory, "that 
it results from the primary decomposition of organic 
substances,n he accepts in his earlier writings; but 
he fails to accept his view that· it was produced con-
{lJ t/rffJrtj C. hf· Geo), ~1A.Yve'i 1 /71/,, ;' ~~~ 
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temporaneously with the rock • . In his later writings 
he seems to have felt that this theory was not sub- · 
stantiated by the facts. 
He firmly believes that petroleum is a primary pro-
duct and that the related bitumens are derived ·from 
it. This is shownin his report where he says~ 
"(1) Petroleum seems t o be, when thus protected from 
the air, one of the durable forms that organic matter 
can assume. There seems to be no reason to believe 
tha t it is less permanent that coal. Stored in the 
rocks in the morning of the world it can apparently 
remain in this conctition though the vast and indefinite 
ages of geology." 
In the time that .has elapsed since the publication 
of these views, the chief advance, relative to the form-
ation of petroleum, is the formulation of the theory 
that the first step in this formation is the diffe rent-
iation of the fatty materials from the plants and ani-
mals by a bacterial action. Most geologists now 
substantially agree upon this point. Upon the manner, 
{JJ Orton, Ed. Bulletin Uo. 30., :N . Y. State Museums (1899). 
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time and place of the transformation of these fatty 
materials into petroleum, however, there is no such 
una.nimi ty o·f opinion. 
A review of the literature on this phase of the sub-
ject shows that the greatest number of writers still 
hold that the productivn of petroleum from this fatty 
matter is brought about by some form of pressure or 
temp erature after it ha s been buried in the rock sedi-
ments. Among the prominent advocates of this theory are 
David ..:. . be le, Dr. ]1 • \~ . Clarke, t..ngler and :Junningham-
Craig. 
Although it cannot be denied that petroleum can be 
produced.by a process of distillation frrm organic 
matter e~closed in the rocks of.the earth's crust, the 
arguments advanced by Orton against such pressure dis-
tillation of organic Hebris as a probable source of 
supply for our principal accumulatirns of petroleum are 
just as valid vhen applied to the transformation of 
buried fatty materials to petroleum. Dalton and Claike 
have added materially to the arguments of Orton, and 
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many geologists now feel that they are in full accord 
with the facts derived from observation. 
In the tenth Census of the United States , page 92 , 
we find an early statement by Hunt in which he indi-
cates the probability that the formation of petroleum 
is , or may be , contemporaneous with the deposition of 
the sedin:ent . 
This fact has been morecaeady stated by Murray 
St ti:J'ar~ He says: rrThe oil represents a oontem:poran-
eous flow and was deposited in practically its present 
state . " In adopting the existing theory of the pro-
duction of petroleum from the fatty material of plants 
and animals in the sedin:ent , to his new idea of the 
sedimentary origin , not of a secondary nature, in the 
deposits, he says: "For this purpose it is necessary 
that the decomposition of the organic bodies should 
have proceeded elsewhere than in the strata themselves 
and yet in such a place that the oil would be retained 
and collected until it was ljberated upon the surface 
of the. rivers which were depositing the sediments . " 
(1). Stuart , M. Geological survey of India, Vol XL 
Page 320 . 
-
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Munn, who also holds to the contemporaneous formation 
of petroleum with the sediments containing it, believes, 
on the contrary, that it is generated in the loose mud 
and sand on the sea bottom, and escaping, probably as 
microscopic globules. He sayi~J "Because of the great 
affinity of oil for clay, each of these tiny globules 
i IIlJ'T'ediately after being formed eagerly seized upon the 
first small particle of clay with which it came in 
contact and completely enveloped all exposed parts of it." 
Both Stuart and Munn have limited their discussion 
to petroleum found in shales or related sandstones 
into which it probably migrated. Munn's idea as stated 
above is based upon the supposed affinity between clay 
and oil. Stuarf~ moreover maintains that: "The de-
position of ~ il is purely a matter of gravitation. 
The oil becomes mechanically mixed with the sediment 
and the fineness of that sediment renders it impossible 
for the oil to separate mtself; the mixture of the 
sediment and the oil, being still of higher specific 
gravity than water, falls to the bottom and is de',_))osit-
( 1} • 
(2). 
I1:unn, l ..i. .J., Economic Geol. Vol. IV No. 6 . P. 519. 
(Sept, Uct. l909. 
Stuart, M. Geol. Survey of India Vol XL. P• 324. 
• 
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ed as a sedimentary deposit." 
We have here in contradistinction to the pressure 
distillation theory, one which supp0ses the formation 
of petroleum from similar materials, by natural 
processes at the surface of the earth, and its con-
temporaneous deposition with those sediments with 
which it is originally connected. 
s can be easily seen this theory would be absol-
utely worthless unless petroleum actually forms at 
the surface of the earth under natural conditions. 
Upon investigating the literature upon this subject 
. J 
it was f ound that observati ~ns in vari ~us parts of 
the world fa±fly well establishes the fact that pet-
roleum is formed at the surf ace of the earth in such 
relation tb .sediments as might permit their deposition 
in the manner indicated. 
DaltorffJ in his recent article on the origin of pet-
roleum says: "In 1899 Lesquereux~ ****referred to 
the recent formation of a liquid akin to petroleum 
in Sardinia and Sweden." 
(1) Dalton, Economic Geol. Vol. IV No. 7. PP• 603-631 
(1909) 
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In the same article he refers to other observations of 
a similar nature as follows: "Natterer describes the 
occu~nce of petroleum in the mud of the Mediterranean 
sea floor between Cypus and Syria, and in the sea water 
immediately above the bottom; it was also f und in the 
Gulf of Suez , and in each case ammonia and iron sulphide 
or sulphur occurred Vli th the oil." 
Newberry sayJP nTha t in the Bay of Marquette, where 
the shore consists of peat overlying Archean rocks, 
bubbles of marsh gas arise, together with drops which 
cover the water, in spots, with an oily film.'' 
In the same volume we fini~J "E. Sickenberger has 
shown that in small bays of the Red Sea, where the 
salinity reaches 7.3 per cent., petroleum is actually 
forming as a scum upon the surface of the water.*** 
The association of gas, 0il , salt, sulphur and gypsum, 
which some writers have taken as evidence of former 
volcanism is much more simply interpreted, both chem-
ically and geologically, as due to the decomposition of 
organic matter in shallow, highly saline water near the 
margins of the sea. '1 
(J)Clarke, Date of Geochemistry p. 701. 
( J.) II IO Tl p e 6 9 9 t 200 e ,, 
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Dr. David v1hit£1}recosnizes the formation of other 
bitumens by organic processes in stagnent or quiet 
waters, but upholds the pressure distillation theory 
for the formation of petroleum. 
It appears, the:mfore, that the actual formation 
of petroleum at the surface is as well established 
as any of the facts upon which the pressure--dis-
tillation theory is founded . 
APPALACHIAN OIL FIELDS. 
One of the most important ideas regarding the 
geology of petroleum during its early development 
referred to the nature of the reservoir rock. Upon 
this subject geologists and prospectors were divided 
into two groups and their views were widely discussed 
and insisted upon by the members of e~ch. Cne contended 
that the oil was contained in the interstitial spaces 
between the grains of the containing oil rock while 
the other maintained with equal emphasis that the oil 
occurred only in open fissures. For the first twenty-
five years of oil development the latter of these two 
(l) iThite , D. Economic Geel. Vol 3, No. 4. p. 308. 
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ideas wa s more widely accepted because it seemed to 
account adequately for all known phenomenon and did 
not tax the imagination to as great an extent as the 
former. 
Regarding the struct ural relation of oil very little 
seemed to have been accomplished dmring thms early per-
iod. Cnly two men, T. Sterry Huni1} and E· B. _in.drew~~) 
seemed to have realized the im) ortance of this subject • 
.d.ndrews first noted that oil was confined to the Volcan..o 
anticline in 1:/est Virginia and Ohio and not found in the 
horizontal rocks on either side. His paper, "Rock Oil, 
its Geological Relations and Distribution, '' was pub-
lished in 1861. In this paper the auther described the 
anticlinal structure and the occurrence of oil, but 
expla ined its existence as due to fissuring in the sand-
stone during the folding process. He says that fissures 
are more abundant in the anticlines thus fonning re-
servoirs which caused the oil to accumulate in that 
locality. 
Hunt, however, seemec. to have had the id.ea that is 
(1) '...ndrey;s, E· B· ·ncrican J nurnal Sci. 2d Ser., Vol 32, 
pp. 85-93. 
(..U Huht , T. Sterry, Cnnadian Naturalist, Vol.6, PP• 241-255. 
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now prevalent concerning the oil reservoir and the 
effect that structure has on the accumulation of oil . 
Hunt also , gives the first suggestion of the idea 
that later developed int0 the anticlinal theory. He 
said : "These wells occur along the line of a low bread 
anticlinal axis which runs nearly east and west through 
the western peni:ssula of Canada , and brings to the 
surface in Enniskillen the shales and limestones of 
the Hamilton group , which are there covered with a few 
feet of clay. The oil doubtless rises from the conifer-
ous limestone , which as we have seen contains petrol-
eum; this being lighter than the water , which permeates 
at the same time the porus strata , rises to the higher 
protion of the formation , which is the crest of the 
anticlinal axis , where the petroleum of a considerable 
~rea accumulates and slowly finds its way to the surface 
through vertical fissures in the verlying Hamilton 
shales , giving rise to the oil springs of the region." 
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The Canadian Geological Survey published a statement (1) 
similar to Hunt's, in 1866 in a report of progress by 
Sir. Wm. E. Logan; but there is considerable evidence 
of Hunt's priority. 
The conditions necessary for an adequate oil reser-
voir were first stated by A. Winchell as follows: (2) 
11Where the shales are vovered by an impervious layer, 
as of shale or plastic clay, the oil and the gas elabor-
ated are retained in the rocks, filling cavities by 
driving the water out by elastic pressure , and saturat-
ing porus strata embraced in the formation, or interven-
ing between j_t and the impervious cover above . 11 
These same conditions were more clearly stated by 
Dr. J. s. Newberry thus: (3) 
"This structure consists of a great mass of carbona-
ceous strata below, more or less disturbed or loosened, 
from which oil is supplied in a constant and relatively 
copious flow; above this, strata of porous jointed sand-
stone, serving as reservoirs where the constant product 
of oil and gas may accumulate for ages; still higher , 
(1). Canada Geol . Survey, 17th Report of Progress p.233. 
(2). Winchell , A • .Am Jour . Sci. 2d. Series, Vol . 39,p. 352. 
(3) • .Newberry, J.S. Geol . Survey of Ohio, Vol 1. p. 160 . 
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aggillaceous strata, impervious in their texture, and 
not capable of being opened by fissures, forming a 
tight cover which prevents their escape." 
These citati~ns indicate general agreement as to 
favorable structural conditinns. There was , however, 
at the end of this early period very little agreement 
rega:dding the factors affecti:rgthe circulation and 
accumulation of oil. · .rJ{ th· the· organization of the 
Second Geoligical Survey of Pennsylvania in 1874, an 
excellent opportunity for the solution of ·the various 
oil problems was offered. Mr. J. P. Lesley, the 
director appreciated this opportunity, and wi t.h an 
efficient corpse o~ assistants made special studies in 
oil and gas which resulted in five volumes on this 
subject. In spite of the great opportunity offered for 
the study of the structural relati0ns· and accumulation 
of oil· one searches in vain for a comprehensive dis-
cussion of these problems. On account of this fact 
these volumes were of little practical value to pros~ 
pectors in search of new fields. In the report of the 
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southwestern part of the state Stevenson considers 
the influence of anticlinal structure but seems to 
consider it of but slight importance. His statement 
referring to this . matter follows: ( 1). nExperience 
having shown in Western Virginia and soutpwestern 
Pennsylvania that oil could be produced in eeonomic 
quantities only where there seems to have been some 
decided disturbance of the strata, those engaged in 
procuring this oil came to regard this disturbance as 
necessary to the original producti ~n of the oil itself. 
But a few considerations, I think , 'will suffice to 
show that the oil in no wise owes its origin to dis-
turbances of the strata, and that the only effect of 
the disturbance has been to provide reservoirs for the 
oil in the rock already oil-bearing." 
In the preface of Oil report No. I. by Lesley, t he 
following statement occurs:(~) 
"The supposed connection of petroleum with anticlin...., 
al and synclinal exes, fauJts , crevices, clevage planes, 
etc., is now a deservedly forgotten superstition. 
ftJ Stevenson, Penn. Geol. Survey, Report Z. pp 394-3~5 . 
(~J Lesley J.P., Penn Geol Survey Report K. pp 393-394 
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Geologists well acquainted with the oil regions never 
had the slightest faith in it, and it maintains its 
standing in the popular fancy only by being fostered 
by self-assuming experts who were not experienced 
geologists." 
Later at a meeting of the American Institute of 
Mining Engineering he expressed his feelings regarding 
the matter as follows: (1). 
"It is imp0ssible***that any arranganent of water, 
oil and gas can occur in deep oil rocks, such as 
occur in a bottle!~~~*It therefore smmms to be irration-
al to assign any importance whatever to the extremely 
gentle anticlines of the gas-oil region." 
With this attitude of the director of the department 
in mind, it is easy to understand why so little has 
been done by the members of the Pennsylvania survey, 
in solving this phase of the oil problem. 
Mr. F. Vi. Minshall , a practical oil man of Ohio be-
gan an investigati n of the Volcano anticline in 1878, 
along the lines 0f Andrew's and Hunter's earlier invest-
(1) Lesley, J.P. Trans. Am. Inst. Ian.Eng. Vol. 14,pp654-655. 
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igations. His complete results were never published 
but Volume ten of the Tenth Census contains a brief 
quotation in which he states in part:"***we may safely 
conclude that the productive oil territory of West 
Virginia must be confined to the summit·s of anticlines 
or local rolls similar to the White Oak Line. 11 
This brings the review of the structural relations 
and accumulation of petroleum, in a brief discussion, down 
to 1885. These facts show that up to this time no 
serious attempt had been made to solve the problem 
of the relation of structure to, and the forces operat-
ing in the circulation of oil through the rocks in its 
process of accumulation. This condition f reed prospectors 
to rely upon "wildcatting" in locating new oil pools, 
and wban ·- - found again relying upon good fortune in 
determining their extent. 
Notwithstanding the early general statements 0£ 
Hunt and others with refe rence to the anticlinal theory 
t he credit for formulating this theory, of work :ng 
out many of its detailsJ and applying i t practjcally to 
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the finding of new fields belongs to I· c. White f!J In 
discussing the introduction of this theory, Vhite stated 
that it was not new but that it had not been formulated 
in such languaga as to be of practical value. In his 
work he was assisted by Wm . A. Earseman, an oil operator . 
-White began this work in 1883 soon convinced himself 
that the theory would e:xplain most of the facts observea 
in the Pennsylvania district; but he did not gain con-
fidance enough in his theory to publish it until 1885. 
Says he (IJ".after visiting all the great ga~s wells 
that have been struck in western Pennsylvania and 17est 
Virginia and carefully examining the geological surround-
~ngs of ea~h. Ifound that every one of them was situated 
either directly on or nea+ the crown of an anticlinal 
axis, while wells that have been bored in synclines on 
either side furnish little or no gas, but in many cases 
large quantities of salt water!!*But while we can state 
with confidence that all gas wells are found on the anti-
clinal axes, the converse of this is not true, namely, 
that great gas wells may be found on all anticlinals: 
{1) ~hite I. C. \'i. V.i. Geol. Survey, Vol. ·A. pp 48 ... 64. 
(J) hite, I.e. "The Geology of Natural Gae" Science, Vol.6 
June 26, 1885. 
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In a theory of this kind the limitati~ns become quite 
as importan~as, or even more so, than the theory itself; 
and hence I have given considerable thought to this side 
of the question , having formulated them into three or 
four general rules · (which include practically all the 
limitations known to me, up to the present time, that 
should be placed on the stated that large gas wells 
may be obtained an anticlinal folds), namely: 
(a)"The arch in the rock must be one of considerable 
magnitude. 
(b) 11A coarse or porus sandstone of considerable 
thickness, or, if a fine grained rock, one that 
would have extensive fissures, and thus in 
either case render capable of acting as ~ 
reservior for the gas, must underlie the surface 
at a depth of several hundred feet (500-2500). 
(c)"Probably very few or none of the grand arches 
along the mountain ranges will be found hold~ng 
gas in large quantity, since in such cases the 
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disturbance of the stratification has been so profound 
that all the natural gas generated in the past w0uld 
I 
long ago have escaped into the air through fissures that 
traverse all the beds . 
( d) "Another limitation might possibly be added, 
which would cmnfine the areas where great gas 
flows may be obtained to those underlain by a 
considerable thickness of bituminous shale. 
(e) "Very fatt gas wells may be abtained for a con-
siderable distance dowp. the slopes from the 
crests of the anticlines , provided the dip be 
sufficiently rR~id, and especially if it be 
irregular or interrupted with slight crumples. 
And even in regions where there are no well 
marked anticlinals if the dip be s0mewhat rapid 
and irregule.r rather large gas wells may occasion-
ally be found , if all other c'ondi tions are favor 
able . " 
It is evident that a theory of this type can apply 
only to saturated rocks although White does not clearly 
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state this fact. This may be due to the fact that 
the work of White was in saturated rocks. 
When oil was discovered in Ohio Edward Orton, set 
out to determine the causes and conditinns affecting 
its accumulation. He soon succeeded in working ·out 
the· geologic structure which he found contained nnly 
one prominent f~re, thus simpljfying his ~roblems to 
a considerable extent . His result secdnded White's 
conclusions in demonstrating the adequacy of the anti-
cl inal theory . He found, however , that certain mod-
ifications were necessary in applying it to· the Ohio 
field's . ~1s stated by \:bite the anticlirial theory pro-
vided only for the accumulation of oil in anticlinal 
folds. Orton however , made an important addition by 
i:ecognizing nterrace" structures as favorable to the 
accumulation of il. 
In his fl!rst statement.regarding "terr~ce" strtioture 
Orton says<:fJ "In the old fields and in the new alike , 
irregularities of dip , involving change , of direction 
suspension, or unusual increase , have been found connect-
~J OrtonJ E . Geol. Survey of Ohio , 1886 p . 21 . 

1 
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e·d with the large propo~tion of both oil and gas in 
every instance where careful e.xamination has been 
made. The composition of the series involved is 
identical for many thousand square miles, but so 
long ~s uniformity of dip is maintained, there is 
no valuable accumulation. As soon, however, as this 
uniformity is broken in upon the valuable stocks of 
gas and oil came to light." 
This terrace structure has probaply been influential 
in the accumulation of oil in the hio and Indiana fields 
~rom this time up to the close of the nineteenth century 
very little addition to the knowledge. of oil accum-
ulation was made. White seemed to feel that the mattee 
was entirely settled. In two later volumes of the Geol-
ogical 
for the 
urvey of .kst Virginia he revie ed his fight 
establishment of the anticlinal theory, but 
did not seem to realize that his new idea w0uld have 
• 
to be greatly modified in applying it to field conditions. 
The . ost recent development of ideas regarding accum-
ulation of oil have been furnished by geologists of 
the Federal Survey. In 1900 M. K. Campbell and several 
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assistants began a survey of the ?ennsylvania regions 
with special emphasis upon geologic structure. ,, • i1 • 
Griswold and M. J. Munn, about the same time, did 
similar work in Ohio, where they obtained the most 
accurate and detailed representation of geologic struc-
ture that had ever been attempted . 
During the recent period almost every worker had 
discovered that the anticlinal theory would not app~y 
to &y rocks~ and t hat all of the lower sands i n south-
west ennsylvania are dry. Mr. L. H. Vioolsey was the 
first to state it in an oil report. He says: (1) 
nif the sand holds much water , oil should occur high 
on the flank (of the anticline); if little water low 
on the flank; if none near, the bottom of the $cline ~' 
.F . c. Clapp in his study o~ tLe southwestern corner 
I 
11.: -Pennsylvania found that the lc\7er ...:: .... nc s .J.re almost 
universally dry and that the pools of oil do not follow 
the rules of the anticlinal t.heory. He stu.te J?li1 "'011 .... 
sid.o:!:: ..... blc C.0 1: t has been thro\tll on the .J.nticlinal theory 
by· oil and gas operators, on account of various apparant 
(~J ioolsey, L.E. U.~.G.S . Bull. 286 p 81. 
,:. 
U) Clapp, F. G. Geol . tlas 'f the u.s· olio ~o 146 1907. 
• 
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exceptions to its application. By most geologists 
the theory is now accepted, not, however, as indicating 
absolutely the limitations of the occurrence of oil 
and gas, but as expressing the general relations of their 
occurrence to geologic structure , such relations being 
subject to many modifying conditions . Some of the msst 
important modifying conditions are (1) the presence or 
absence of salt water in a given region or in a given 
sand; (2) the continuity and shape of the anticlines--
whether they are rising or pitching; (3) the porosity 
of the oil rock--that is its capacity to hold oil; and 
where the rocks are saturated, (4) the height of the water 
level . 11 
In explaining the irregular distri ution of oil in 
the synclines of dry rock Clap nd Stone say~) 
"The structural position of the oil pools and the 
dryness of the rocks in Green County suggest the gypothesis 
that oil accumul~ted in pools after the formation of the 
rocks, while they were yet saturated with wate~ , but that 
with the recession or disa~pearance of the water the oil 
moved by gravity back down the slope of the bed to its 
(11 ·c1app :!!,. • and ..,tone R. \ ! • U.S.G. S. Bull. No, 304 P 82 , 1907. 
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ptesent position. Under these conditions the oil would 
be stopped in its downward pr0gress by a reversed dip, 
by a dip of low angle, or by increased density or thinning 
out of the reeervoir rock." 
Since the establishment of the anticlinal theory, 
the important additions as outlined above seem to be 
(1) that the conditions of accumulation are different 
in saturated and unsaturated rocks; (2) that in satur-
ated rocks the water level way vary in different portions 
of the same sand; ( 3) that the water level may have 
varied from time to time in past geologic ages , and 
that the dry sands .of the .. present day, may previouely 
have been saturated; and (4) under some conditions the 
oil moves up the slope and under other donditi ons down 
the dipping porous beds . 
. ~ ) 
The conclusions of Griswold and MMn"TU.~ are prac-
tically the same as th se of Stone and Clapp. 'iith 
particular reference to unsaturated rocks they say: 
"In dry rocks the principal points of accumulation 
of oil will be at er near the bottom of the Eynclines 
(V Griswold W•T and Munn M.F. Bull, u. • G. S. No, 3ffi8 p. 15, 1907. 
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or at the lowest point of the ~orous medium, or at 
a point where the slope of the rock is not sufficient 
to overcome the friction, such as structural terraces 
or benches." 
Griswold says :fll "The condition of saturation with 
water is not the same in different sands. Experience 
has sh·owmt that the old.er or lov.er beds in the Appal .... 
achian field contain a smaller area of completely 
saturated rock than the upper or younger sands. The 
lower sands seem to be almost entirely dry, only 
the very lowest points in the center of a structural . 
basin showing any considerable quantity of salt water." 
In two recent papers M. J. Munn discusses the 
circulation and accumulation of oil, and in this 
connecti~n presents many new ideas and questions many 
of the old ones , which have been considered well estab-
lished. In these pap€rs he presents the hydraulic 
theory of 0 ·1 accumulation. 
He says<:'J.1The central idea of the theory is that 
the principal active agents of oil and gas accumulation 
(1) Griswold W. T. U. S. G. S. Bull. :o. 346 pp 20-21, 1908. 
r~l Munn, M.J. Economic Geel. Vol . 4 , 1909, pp. 141-157 & 
. 509-529. 
.... zo .. 
is.moving water under both hydraulic and capillary 
. 
pressure. It assumes that oil and gas have originated 
from organic matter. both animal and vegetable. en-
tombedin the sedimentary rocks when they were deposited~ 
Later in his paper he says: "To this idea may be add-
ed another of equal value--the pools of oil and gas 
are held in place by wate-r under hydraulic and capillary 
pressure which effectively seals up all the pores of 
the surrounding rocks and prevents the diesipation of 
pressure by diffusion." 
He surnnarized its advantages over the anticlinal 
theory as follows: (1) "It provides an adequate means 
of forcing the oil and gas from the shales into the 
pay streaks of the sandstone or other porous beds. 
(2). It provides a means of preventing diffusion by 
seali~g up the pore space surr0unding oil and gas pools 
by water under either hydraulic or capillary pressure. 
(3) It provides an ample source of pre~sure in both 
oil and gas pools, (4) It furnishes a better explan-
ation of the structura} position of pools of oil and 
• 
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gas, especially in the Appalachian region . " 
Another point worthy of attention was br0ught 
out by David T. Da/1luho tried to Eeparate crude oil 
into various fractions by the use of dry fuller's 
earth. He succeeded in his experiments and incid-
entally showed that oil diffuses very readily through 
dry fine grained material. The circulation of oil 
through shale may be explained by this hypothesis, 
but would result in dissemination rather than accumul-
ation, unless moisture is present to prevent this 
process of diffusion . 
The general results outlines above, although obtain-
ed in a study of the Appalachian field, apply equally 
qell to the fields of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Kansas, 
Oklahoma and many regi ns in the Rocky .·lnuntains. 
In the middle continent field , it has been suggest-
ed by R. S• Blatchle~that the reservoir may deviate 
from the horizontal from other reasons than defo a-
tion. He says: "Some question has arisen as to 
. ' 
whether these minor arches arc true anticlines of 
(1) Du.y, David T. Science ,, Jew Series , Vol . 17 , 1902 
(JJ Blatchley, .'."':0 ::J., Ill . Geol. Survey Bull, o . 16 . 
In this case the limiting lateral dry holes are 
not water or gas wells but are dry because the ~ro­
ducti ve sand is pinched out . 11 
Johnson believes that barrier beaches and salt 
marshes are closely connected with the origin and 
accumulation of oil. He states that the barrier 
beaches off the coast of Long Island are similar 
in texture to our best oil sands, and are surround-
ed by conditions t4at would be expected to produce 
elongated sand bodies, contiguous to organic shales . 
These types of sand --·-- -~ ::::' deposits associated 
with lagoon muds rich in organic remains, are signi-
ficant. 
Gulf Coast Saline Fields. 
In developing the oil regi0ns of this country 
geologists , operators and drillers have gone from 
the Pennsylvania fields to those of the Gulf Coast and 
West with the preconceived notion that all il dis-
tricts were of the same general t :·ype . This h·a~laad 
~o the application of o~d methods to the new regions 
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often with disasterous results, which forced operators 
and geologists to recognize that different conditions 
prevailed, presenting ne~ and unsolved problems. This 
was clearly illustrated in tho development of the Gulf 
Coast Salines. 
Captain .1.;.. l!,. Lucas was the first to 'recognize 
that the Gulf coast field differed from those already 
explored. For years h0 hhd ezplored,the salt beds of 
·Louisiana and was the first to appreciate the dome 
structure of these deposits. He also uelieved that 
these domes contained oil in addition to salt and sul-
phur . In 1901 he struck his famous gusher or spindle-
top at Beumont, Texas and demonstrated the correctness 
of his theory. 
In summing up the knowledge o.f these saline fields, 
it is important to cons·ider the structural- -- association· 
of the pools , the origin of the domes and their rela-
tion to faults and lines of wea:rness in the earths' 
crust. The development nf this field has been so recent 
that it is difficult to get facts which are generally 
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accepted. It is well known that the mucleus of the 
domes are salt or salt and sulphur at the sides of 
which strata are upturned forming a favorable con-
dition for oil a.coumulation. As far as known the salt 
case extends indefinitely downward for the deepest 
wells have failed to reach the bott0m of the mass. 
Theories explaininr these structur~s have been 
advanced by ::1. T. Rii:{~J . Mr. Lee Hage~~) and Mr. 
G. · D. HarriJ~) 
G. D· Harris seems to have given the r0 ost thought 
to the subject and ~ut forhh the most reasonable hy-
pothesis to account for the structure. His hypothesis 
wil l be the only one considered in this connection. 
~lthough Harris seems to have been cnnvinced of 
the dome structure as early as 1899, he does not make 
any formal mention of it until the publication of his 
1907 report. In this he says: 
nThe longer we study these :peculiar structures 
the more convinced are we that although they may be 
located along lines of weakness, faults a fractional 
(i) Hill , R. T. Jour. of the !!1ranklin Institute Vol . 154 
pp ,143,156, 225-238 , 263-281) 
(.t) Bag~r, Lee, Eng. and Min. Jour. Vol. 78, pp 137-139, 
180-:t,83. 
(3J Harris, G. D. Geol Survey of La.Bull . No 5, pp 8-9, 1907 
and Bull No 7, pp 59-83, 1908. 
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anticlines , they are not due , to any great extent 1 ~ to 
tangential, mountain making forces , nor to volcanic up-
heavals, nor igneous plugs, as has recently been suggest-
ed, but to the slow acting, little understood, concretion 
forming forces as well as the power of crystalization. 11 
In a mere complete discussion in his 1908 report 
he says : "We believe there is practical unanimity now a-
mong geologists regarding the secondary nature of the salt 
masses so frequently met with in Louisiana and Texas domes . 
In nearly every case, we believe , the various writers 
quoted above have come to this conclusion independently 
and in spite of a very strong early inclination toward a 
normal or 'salt-pan' origin. We believe all will admit 
that water has been the dissolving and transporting 
agent. The main difficulties in the whole matter have 
been (l} how can rising columns of water be made to 
precipitate their salt, even though saturated, and (2) 
what is the oroe that lifts up a certain hundred or 
thousand feet of superficial strata in limited areas 
almost never two miles across . The remarkable circul-
ar form of the domes and their quaquaversal dips and 
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the extent ~f their proven vertical movement~ in com-
parison with their diameters--these two are troublesome 
factors. 
"In b~ief we answer (1) precipitation is due to 
decrease in temperature and (2) the requisite uplift-
ing force is amply accounted for by the power of growing 
crystals." 
This hypothesis is the most logical yet presented 
to account for the salin domes and is the most import-
ant contribution to our knowleage of this field. 
ilthough Lucas and Harris have contributed coneid-
erable information regarding these fields, there are 
many problems connected with the:qi that are still un-
solved. Among these is the mode of origin of the oil. 
Recent discovery of the igneous plugs, having many of 
the phenomena observed in the Texas field, cilong the 
Mexico coastal plain, offers strong support to Hager 's 
volcanic hypothesi~ of oil formation in these fields. 
C~LIFORNIA FIELDS. 
The California fields offer new features not found 
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in any other regions . There is very little similarity 
between this greatly folded , and highly fractured re-
gion and the fairly regular oil sands with their flat 
lying conformable beds of the Eastern fields . 
In the hard rocks of the Eastern region it had long 
been recognized that faults furnished avenues of escape 
of both oil and gas. But in California Cooper (1) found 
that faults in the soft '.i:ertmary rocks of California , 
sealed themselves and acted as barriers . He says in 
part: "If an oil bearing bed ascending to the north 
be interrupted by an east and west fault the further 
ascent of the oil northward will be arrested and then 
an abundant supply of oil m~y be obtained by boring 
on the SDuth side of the fault . 11 
The most important contributions to nowledge 
concerning the Carifornia oil fields was furnished 
by Ralph rnold , Robert Anderson and Harry R. Johnson. 
rheir w0rk is f recent date and bas not been entirely 
verified but the results have been of great value 
to practical oil men. 
(1) Cooper , i•S • California State Mining Burea•. 
Bull. 1·o. 16, page 21 . ) 
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The important scientific contributions of these 
authors deal with (1) the causes of migration.of oil 
and (2) the conditions affecting this migration. Con-
cerning the cause of migrat·ion they say ; (1 ) , This 
migratory faculty may be ascribed entirely to the 
presence of the associated gas which would cause the 
oil to fill every crevice offering a point of escape 
or a point of lodgment. n 
In a later report ,( 2) they refer to diffusion 
as a cause of migration in the following terms: nThis 
cause (of the migration of oil from its source)***(is) 
the tendency of ~il to migrate by diffusi0n though 
certain media. such as dry shales. 
Regarding the conditions affecting migration these 
authors conclude that, "The condition of the rocks is 
the chief factor that controls the matter of where the 
oil is stored most abundantly." 
The usual barriers are dense impervious rocks but 
in some places "the residual or heavy hydrocarbons that 
are left upon evaporation of the lighter substances 
(1). arnold, }nderson and Johnson, u.s.G.S. Bull. Fo. 
322 PP• 73-74. 
(2) rnold, ~Uiderson and Johnson, u.s.G.S. Bull. No. 357 
P • 113. 

. -
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originally in the contained petroleum, seal the outcrop 
and hinder or11prevent the escape of the oil from below. 
(1). Thi s is apparently a common occurrence with the he 
heavy California oils. 
COLORADO FIELDS. 
Many saal l oil fields have been discovered in 
the Rocky Mountain r egion. The conditions in most 
of these fields resemble those found in the Appalachian 
region. The Florence field of Colorado presents 
exceptional features worthy of consideration. 
Although many geologists have a t tempted to ex-
plain the occurrence of oi l in this basin-shaped de-
pression, t he most satisfactory explanation has re-
cently been offered by Mr. C. W. Washburne (l.). Referr-
ing to the distribution c ~ the oil-bearing beds he 
says: "The oil does not follow any bed or ser i es of 
beds in the shale. As s!:own by the outcrop, the oi l 
zone does not contain any sandstone or other porous 
beds capable of acting as reservoirs. The oil lies 
in joints and fissures. This statement is made wd~hout 
{1) U.S. q.s. 13t.t>I. ho. 39Y, j4 /,, 
(~). Washburne, C.W., U.S.G.S. Bul l. No. 381, pp 5 21-52 . • 
i 
: 
' 
:: 
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reservation, because the writer believes that it is 
fully justified by consideration which cannot be 
presented fully in thia paper. The evidence consists • 
of (a) observations on the correspondence in direction 
of the major joints observeable in the rocks at the 
surface with the allignment of wells which have inter-
fered with each other; (b) the fact that many wells have 
been drilled within a few feet of each other without en-
countering oil at the same depth; (c) the fact that gas 
struck in a shallow well often immed~ately ruins an 
adjacent well several hundred feet deeper by tapping 
the source of )ressure; (d) the fact that many wells 
drain adjacent wells that are vary much shallower; 
(e) the indications of vertical connection between the 
oil bodies shown by marked increase in maximum pressure 
with depth; and (f) the dissimilar nressures in ad-
jacent wells of tne sa~e depth. 
"Corroborative evidence is furnished by the drillers 
who re~ort "~rev~ ces" in most of the wells**In numerous 
cases**large quantities of water have been ~oumed into 
the well without moistening the shale sufficiently to 
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enable drilling to proceed, and the conclusion of the 
drillers that the water ~as been used up in filling a 
crevice is probably correct. Less certain are some 
other observations, such as the reported dropping of 
tools as much as 20 feet below the distance drilled." 
According to Washburne the wells in this field 
penetrate shale throughout their entire length, in some 
cases 2500 feet. The pool occu~ies a sync linal basin 
of Pierre shale and iies east of Canon city. 
Concerning the forces which have caused the 
accumulation of oil in the Florence field Washburne 
says : (l) "The concentration of the oil has probably 
been brought about bv water which is able to shove 
t he oil before it on account of its great capil lary pres2-
ure~ due to great surface tension. The o i l is hemmed in 
aboue by the ground water and below by artesian water 
in the Timpas mimestone and subadjacent sandstone of the 
Carlile . The ground water supersaturates the shale for 
a distance of 300 to 500 f eet from the surface." 
These quota t:5.ons s eem to show that • ashburnes 
general conclusion is that geologic structure has had 
(1) U.S .G. S. Bull. No. 381 pp 5?3-523. 
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no effect u~on the accumulation of oil in the Florence 
field; that oil is present mostly in open fissures and 
held there by water on the· same principal as damp fuller• s 
earth furnishes an impossible barrier to the migration 
of oil. 
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Experimental Investigations Relating to the Origin 
and Accumulation of Petroleum. 
The following pages describe a series of experiments 
made with the hope of finding more definite information 
concerning the supposed affinity between oil and clay, 
and to determine if possible its bearing upc.n the origin 
and accumulation of petroleum. 
Samples of seven different clays were used. These 
were finely nulverized, separately, in a morter to a 
fineness comparable to the small clay particles which 
are usually found in tull'bia streams and form shales 
like those that are present in some oil bearing regional. 
These clays were then weighed out into portions of 
ten grams each and introduced into different test tubes, 
each of which contained 30cc of water which had been 
previously agitated with crude petroleum having a spec-
ific gravity of .7975, and allowed to stand for three 
hours to permit the water to take into solution any of 
tne soluable parts of the oil. To one of these mix-
tures of clay and water .50cc of crude oil was added, 
after which the mixture was thoroughly aGitated for on e 
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minute and allowed to settle. After settling it was 
found that the water and s i des of the test tube were 
entirely free from o~l wh ~ ch was carried to the 
bottom by the clay part i cles. This process was re-
peated until the ten grams of clay had carr i ed down 
2.5cc of oil, completely. Upon adding more oil, how-
ever, and re9eating the process it was found that a 
slight film of o 1 was ev ~dent upon the surface of the 
water. 
·Ten grams of the same clay ,in 30cc of wate~ were 
then treated with 2 .5cc of oi l and thoroughly agitated. 
It was found that when the process of agita• ton and 
settling had been completed, that all the oil had een 
carried to the bottom oy the settling sedirr.ent. The 
amount of oil added at one time had no effect u on the 
total amount carried down by the sediment tested. In 
neither case, however, ·ould it carry down more than 
2.5cc of 0·1. Ten grams of clay wen compressed into 
s~ale will occupy about 3.58cc and that amount of shale 
when pulverized will carry do~n ~ .5cc of crude 0~1. 
These test tubes were allowed to stand qui etly for 
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four months, observations being taken daily to note 
any indications of petroleum escaping from the sed-
iments in the bottom of the ~ubes . At no time during 
this period was the slightest trace of oil liberated. 
This leads to the conclusion that fine clay sediments 
· have the power of holding oil in confinement for~ at J 
least four months • 
• 
Similar experiments were performed with the other. 
six types of clay . There was but slight var_ation in 
t::ie amount of oil carried down by the various sediments 
I 
and held in confinement at the base of the tubes. The 
smallest amount of oil that any ol1e of the sedirnents 
carried down was 2«c. Upon investigation it was found 
tbat this was an arrenaceous clay which,upo~ microscopic 
examination, showed about 30% of sand grains. Two other 
c l ays, that did not carry down tie maximum amount of oil~ 
were found to be slightly sandy . The more sandy of the 
two aarried down the leaser amount of oil. 
Equal amounts of cl..iy were mixed with varying amo -_mta 
of very fin~ sand, and ten grams of each traa ted as 
outlined in the above experiments. In every instance, 
-~-
the amount of oil carried down by the sediments varied 
inversely as the amount of sand present. Pure 
quartz sand was powdered and passed through a ZOO mesh 
sieve and treated in the same way as the clays in the 
above experiments. No appreciable amo~nt of oil re-
mained confined in the sediment. Powered emery of equal 
fineness was found to be a very effective agents in carry-
ing down oil,and holding it in confinement. 
The efiect of the fineness of the mat:rial used upon 
the results was determined by taking clays of the follow-
ing degrees of fineness: Clay which passed through sieve 
No. 40 and was caught upon sieve No. 60; that which 
passed through sieve No. 60 and was caught upon sieve No. 
80; that which passed through sieve No. 80 and was caugtht 
upon sieve No. :eo; and t~at which passed through sieve 
No. 100 and was caught upon sieve No. 200 were agitated 
with oil and water as in the above experiments. Although 
not quantitatively aoourate ,because of the slaking effect 
of water and agitation upon the clay the test shwwed 
) 
clearly that the amount of oil sinking with the sediment 
i~c~eased~markedly as the fineness of the original frag-
ments of clay increased . ~his same result 1as shown nore 
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by emery of the same degrees of fineness mentioned 
above. This greater accuracy was due to the fact 
that the fineness of the material was not changed 
so read~ly by agitation and water. 
These experiments show tijat the amount of oil 
sedimentscarry down and hold in confinement increases 
rapidly with the fineness of the material." Very little 
is caught by clay which aas passed through the sixty 
mesh sieve and collected on the eighty mesh sieve. 
Munn (1 ) concludes that the clay particles are 
enveloped in oil, says he: "Because of the great affinity 
of oil for clay, each of these tiny glooules i ,ffiediately 
after be~ng formed eagerly seized upon the first small 
particle of clay with which it came in contact and com. 
pletely enveloped all exposed port i ons of it." 
To ascertain how the oil was carried down by the 
t 
clay particles, the sediments from the various teat tl!lbes 
used in the cbove ex?eriments ere amined under the 
miaroscope. Th~s revealed the fact that oil as confined 
as very small globules separated from each other by clay 
particles filling the inter-globular spaces. In no case 
(1) Iwin, M.J. Ecenomic Geol. Vol, IV p 519. 
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In no case were particles of clay confined in globules 
or surrounded by a film of oil. Further exam i nation 
of oil laden sediments with the high power microscope 
showed that the globules, although microscopic in 
s i ze, were larger t han the individual particles of 
c l ay. They were apparently surrounded on all sides 
by particles of clay adhering to their surfaces. 
From this microscopic exam ~nation alone one might 
logically conclude that the oil globules and clay 
particles are simply in the form of a mechanical mix-
ture from which the oil globules find it impossible 
to escape because of the fineness of the clay particles. 
This conclusion is stated by Stua:at (l} in his explan-
ation of the sedimentary deposition of oil. The re-
sults obtained in the above experiments show that all 
f orms of sediment of equal fineness are not equally 
effective i n the sedimentary deposition of oil and that 
clay ; s much more effective than fine sand. 
To determine whether the oil and sediment went 
down as a mechanical mixture or whether each droplet was 
surrounded 11f enough sediment to sink i t 1 ten grams of 
(/) Stv.dr~ m. Ceol. S ""~re'1 of l111cl id Vo}, ll., fJ!;<O, 
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flower of emery waa-"added to 30cc of water and thoroughly 
mixed. To this mixture a large excess of crude pet-
roleum was added, and' the contents thoroughly agitated 
from one minute and allowed to settle. In this way 
the maximum arnolOilt of oil was carried down by the sed-
~ 
iment. As the aettlmag process progressed, the sediment 
could not hold in confinement all of the oil it had 
carried down. This was made evident by the formation 
of an oil globule on the surface of the settling eed-
iment. This globule grew in size until it had gained 
sufficient b~oyancy to braak away from the surface of 
the sediment and rise to the sur1acepf the water above 
the settling sediment. Another globule then began de-
veloping and soon rose to the surface. This process 
continued until all the excess oil was expelled from 
the settling sediment. 
All the escaping globules of o~l were covere~ by 
a coating of sediment which was carried to the sur-
face by the ascending globules. As these globules 
combined with the excess oil at the surface of the 
water, all the sediment except a film clinging to the 
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lower side of the layer of oil, was liberated and again 
dropped to the bottom of the tube. The wieght of the 
sediment clinging to the lower surface of the layer of 
oil was sufficient to produce a conspicoous downward 
bulge to that lurface of the oil . 
This experiment shows marked adhesive affinity 
bvtween oil and the sediment which carries it down. 
This affinity of oil for sediment is not as great as 
the cohesion between the particles making up the 
oil globules. This is shown by the fact that the 
particles of o i l always retain their spherical form, 
under conditions of freedom~ and do not surround the 
narticles of clay or other sediments . 
The expermmant cited above and the microscopic 
examination showed, however, that under · conditions 
named no particles of clay or other sediments were en-
veloped in oil but the globules were invariably clear a 
and free from sediments within~ the clayey material ad-
hering to the exteri or of the globules. 
It ap~ars, therefore~that the oil is first br oken 
up into small independent particles by agitation in 
the tur.)ulent water . These particles immediately assume 
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sperical forms due to surface tension, because of 
J 
the non-miscibility of oil and water. These tiny 
oil globules do not coalesce , at first, because they are 
held apart by the particles of sediment in the turbid 
water; but as they come in contace with particles of 
aed~ment, these small ~articles adhere more and more 
to the globules of oil. This process continues until 
the specif.ic grav:.. ty of o ·· l and adhering particles 
combined exceeds4 that of water, and consequently the 
mass settles Japparently as a mechanical mixture of 
oil globules and mud particles. When the numbe~of 
oil globules is sufficiently great some of them prob-
ably come in contact and under~hese conditions coalesce 
until they are sufficiently buoyant to rise to the 
surface against the ef..ttling mud particles. As noted 
above this results in a layer of oil on the sufface 
of the water, when the percentage of oil added is in 
excess. In general, the oil-bearing sediment consists 
of numerous globules of oil scattered among sol i d min-
eral particles which are impervious to water or oil and 
practically imconr reasible. All o~ the cavities around 
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and between the particles of this mixture are filled 
with water. This suspended material , as is evident 
from the settling process, is pervious to water, allow-
ing it to pass through freely until it is compressed 
so compactly that the passages between the gr~ains 
become so minute that they become ineffective. The 
fact that the sediments i n the above experiments held 
the oil in confinement long periods of time without the 
s lightest i ndication '~ escaping oil, indicates that these 
sediments are impervious to oil. This conditioh is 
produced by the fineness of the partic les and their 
adhesive affini ty for oil, combined wi~h the fact that 
the spaces between t he };illI't i cles are fill ed with wat ar, 
thuo preventing cappil lary escap~. 
The a bove experzilmental data which supports the field 
ev~ dence offered by Stuart ( 1) and Dumble (2} favors ·the 
conclusion that oil which i s known to form on the sur-
face of the earth by bacterial acticimunder natural con-
ditions, at ordinary temperatures, may be deposited 
as petroleum with fine sediments, Pspec 1all y clay of 
contem9oraneous age. 
( 1) Stuart, M. Record Geol. Sur. of Ind. Vol. XL pt 7 1910 pp 520-333 
(2) Durnble Bull. of t he Am. Inst of Min . Eng Mar 1° 14 
pp 501-512 
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In general all this data appears to justify the 
theory that some petroleum is deposited, as such, 
by settling with fine clay. 
ACCUMULATION OF PETROLEUM. 
The p~oblem of o i l accumulation has been under 
investigation for half a century. Among others, 
·T . Sterry Hunt and E. B. Andrews long ago recognized 
certain relat ions ~isting between oil accumulations 
and anticlinal structure. Edward Orton and I. c. White 
however, developed the theory and a0plied it to field 
study. 
The anticlinal theory is in brief, that oil and , 
gas were originally widely dissemi nated throughout the 
formations, and their segregation is believed to 
be.due to the dif~erence in specific gravity between 
gas oil and water. According to this theory if a po r G-
us stratum contains these substances, when defommation 
into folds is produced 'qr geologic' causes, they will 
arrange themselves according to snecific gravity; the 
ga~ being lighter, will be driven toward the crest of ~ 
the anticline, the oil will be floated on top of the 
water below the gas, while the wa~er fills the space 
be ~ow. 
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The writer does . not question the gaaerally 
accepted conclusion, that oil accumulati ·ns are closely 
related to structural features. But the results ob-
tained i~ the experiments already described, and others 
that will be described in the following pages throw 
considerable doubt upon the effectiveness of simple 
difference in gravity as a force producing migration 
and a ooumula tion of oil. 
ACTION OF GRAVITY. 
The fact, that oil was held confined by fine clay 
for four months, ind~cat e s that the difference in 
gravity between oil and water in ineffective in se-
parating oil from the confining sedinients. Oil and 
clay were agitated with 30cc of nearly saturated sale 
water, and allowed to stand for four months. No oil 
was liberated from the sediment during that period 
in spite of the increased nower of gr v: ty as a separat-
ing force. 
To test the effectiveness of gravity in norous sand, 
saturated salt water was introQuced into a test tube, 
containing one inch of sand, which had passed through 
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the 40 mesh sieve and collected upon the 6 o mesh sieveJ 
until its pour space was entirely fil~ed •. . • f f I f I t 
. . Following this a few drops of petroleum were intro-
duced; upon this another inch of sand was placed and 
• 
the remainder of the tube filled with salt water. The 
position of the oil was carefully marked after the sand 
had become entirely satnmated. This tube was then allow-
ed to stand undisturbed in a vertical position for 
three months. At the end of this period there had been 
no vert i cal migratio~of the oil, it having retained it~ 
original position in spite of the differenre i n gravity 
between oil and salt water. Upon agitating the contents 
of the tube, thus breaking up the oil into small parti-
cles , it quickly passed up through the sand to the sur-
face of the water.· This experiment shows that, without 
the assistance of other forces,the difference in gravity 
between oi l and water is ineffective, even in porous 
sand, unless the particles of oil are as small as the 
interstitial spaces between the sand grains. 
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ACTION OF PRESSURE 
Into test tubes~containing the water and oil 
laden sediments , sand of varying degrees of f i nenasss 
were introduced i n horitontal and inclined layers 
and lenses. By means of a loose fitting plunger 
pressure was a~~lied to the surface of t he sand in t h e 
var i ous tubes. T~is resulted in a conspicuous com-
pression of the sand and oi l laden sediments and l i b-
eration of much oil from the sediment below the sand. 
The liberated oil pas sed up into the sand and occupied 
t he more poruus layers, where it remained as consp ic-
uous layers and lenses. The amount of oi l libe rated 
depended upon the amount present and the force a~pl ied 
to the plunger. In no case, even where long peri ods 
of t i me were involved, did t he oil pass through a~t 
the sand to the surface of the water above but all 
migrat ion was from one sediment to another. Where the 
sand above the oil sediment was of uniform fineness, 
the o j l, i n its mi gration, fol l owed a vert i cal path ; 
but where sands of vary i ng degrees of porosity came 
in contact with t he oil laden material the path follow-
ed by t he oil was a select , ve one. In all cases it 
followed the pather of least res i stance. This fact 
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was most evident where the porous layers of sand 
were inclined upward at an angle of so0 to the sur-
face of the oil sedinent. The oil forced from this 
sediment cy- pressure entered the porous strata and 
followed the inclined path afforded b~ them, and 
did not enter the less pmrous layers until the por-
ous material had been entirely filled by oil. In 
general, when the proous layers were inclined the 
oil did not pass vertically upward into the next lay-
er above but followed the inclined channel afforded by 
t he porous layer. 
Ten grams of oil-laden clay were thoroughly mixed 
with 3000 of water and then filtered to remove the great-
er uart of the water from the mixture . The clay, co llect-
ed upon the filter paper1 was placed in a screw press 
and pressure applied. Considerable quantities of oil 
were forced from the clay by this direc t pressure . No 
011 was separated from the clay by the folteY.i ng pro-
cess. Thia was shown by the fact that the filtrate 
as free from all trace of o,l. 
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ACTION OF MOVING WATER. 
A tube open at both ends, the opening at one end 
be i ng sufficiently small to prevent the escape of coarse 
sand, was fil l ed with alternate . layers of dry sand 
and sand contai ning oil. This fil l ing was then com-
pacted with a plunger, and the tube then connected 
with a rubber tube through which water under a slight 
pressure was ppssed. As the water passed slowly through 
the interstitial spaces in the sand, it pushed a large 
part of the contained oi l before it and out the small 
end of the tube. This same expelliment was performed · 
with the bube in various positions with the result that 
the oil was forced out wi -h equal facility, whether 
the water moved vertjcally upward, downward or horizon-
tally. 
Similar experiments were performed with clay as 
the oil containing sediment, and although the movement 
of the water was much slower it proved to be a very 
effective agent in removing oil from the clay. When 
a layer of clay was placed in the sand between the 
outlet of the tube and the 0 4 1 containing layer, the 
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moving water, which was very slow, still removed much 
of the oil from the sediment and carried it into 
the sand atove through which it passed readily. Upon 
reaching the lower surface of the overlying layer of c 
clay its progress ceased and the water passed on through 
free fr~m o i l, the oil remaining confined below the clay. 
These expeririients support the conclusion of Munn (1) 
that moving water is the dominant force operating in 
producing economic accumulation of oil. Although the 
above results were obtained in connection with mixtures 
of oil and clay settled as in sedimentary depositionJ the 
forces involved would be equally effective in the case 
of oil originating from organic matter deposited with 
the sediment and transl5ormed into oi l later. The grea't)--
er propor.tion of oil from material fractionated after 
burial was probably produced before consolidation of 
the sediments wh8B bacterial action was still in progress. 
I 
What ever idea of origin is accepted geologists generally 
~ agree that the petroliferous sediments were deposited 
in~the ocean, and consequently must have been saturated 
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with water. In time this petroliferous mud became 
covered with beds of sand and other sediment until they 
were deeply buried. The action of gravity and the 
weight of the material above would result in a com-
pression of these beds, thereby reducing their volume. 
During the early stages of this compression water alone 
was probably forced from the mud, because there was 
ample room for the water to pass between the particles 
of clay without disturbing the glooules of oil. Howeve~ 
as the bed became more compressed the oil globules were 
deformed and made to occupy part of the interstitial 
spaces between the particles of clay. After this stage 
of compression was reached oil was forced from the clay 
into the porous sand a love, by pressure and moving 
water. The settling precess forced the water to pass 
through the pores of the settling sediment into the 
layer above. The water in this layer at the same time 
was forced upward into overlying layers. In passing 
through the oil-laden clay this moving water_,assisted 
by the pressure of the overlying layers iemoved large 
J 
quantities of oil and carried it into the overlying 
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sand. As this water and oil fromtthe lower strata 
entered this sand , the water , in pore spaces of this 
sand,was forced upward and the an:ount remaining in 
the clay was gradually decreased as compression pro-
gressed . 
Thus the percentage of oil in the sand was in-
creased and water decreased, at the expense of the shale. 
After this stage is reached the difference in gravity 
between oil and water undoubtedly becomes an effective 
agent :. n the accumulation of oil in local reservoirs ,c:r~.·" is 
especially true if the oil is forced from the clay in 
very small particles. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS FROM EXPERIMENTAL 
DATA. 
Sediments have a marked power of carrying down 
oil as they settle. 
This power varies with different kinds of sediments. 
The' amount of oil carried down depends upon the 
fineness of the material and its adhesive affinity for 
oil. 
The oil is carri ed down as very small globules 
which are mechanically mixed with the sediment. 
Clay is the most effective natural sediment in 
carrying down oil. 
Difference in gravity between oil and salt water 
is not sufficient to separate oil from clay sediments. 
Compression of the sediment by pressure forces 
out much of the oil. 
F _owing water is a very effect:i.ve agent in causing 
oil to migrate. 
The rate of migration greatly affected by the size 
of the partic l es of oil. 
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Oil which has been formed on the surface of the 
earth under natural conditions, may be carried down 
as a sedimentary deposit by fine clay contemporaneous-
ly with it. 
Although, many forces suc~s difference in gravity 
between oil and water, capillarity, internal heat and 
others, may have influenced greatly the accumulation 
of oil, pressure and n:oving water are shown ~eriment­
al]y herein to be competent forces in oil accumulation. 
